KIBO Training Workshops

KinderLab offers a range of professional development workshops to meet your organization’s needs, from introductory web-conferences for small groups to larger hands-on workshops. Workshops can be delivered remotely via videoconference or in-person at your location; prices for both formats are provided below. To discuss your specific needs, please contact Jason Innes, Director of Curriculum and Training, at jason@kinderlabrobotics.com or 617-797-1431.

**Web-based Train-the-Trainer Session for 1 Participant (2 hrs)**
*Goal: Confidence for a KIBO “peer expert” who will champion KIBO.* This online workshop gives a single technology integrator or specialist the hands-on experience he or she needs to introduce KIBO to other teachers. We will also discuss formats and activities useful in KIBO training sessions.

- **Virtual Workshop:** $300 (one participant)

**Half-Day Group Workshop (3 hrs)**
*Goal: Expertise in KIBO operation and teaching, with hands-on activities.*
This three-hour virtual workshop provides an introduction to the technical and pedagogical aspects of STEAM education with KIBO. Participants will gain familiarity with KIBO through several hands-on activities and challenges. They will explore the research basis supporting KIBO and the extensive curriculum offered by KinderLab.

- **Virtual Workshop:** $1,000
- **On-Site Workshop:** $1,800 (all-inclusive of travel charges)

**Full-Day Group Workshop (6 hrs)**
*Goal: KIBO operational skills and in-depth curriculum integration.* This six-hour workshop provides all of the KIBO and curriculum training offered in the Half-Day workshop, along with a deeper investigation of how to adapt and implement KIBO curriculum within your organization’s teaching context and goals. Participants will complete a curriculum development activity to create a KIBO lesson integrated with a chosen cross-curricular subject.

- **Virtual Workshop:** $1,800
- **On-Site Workshop:** $3,000 (all-inclusive of travel charges)

**Two-Day Group Workshop (2 days, 6 hrs each)**
*Goal: KIBO operational mastery and custom curriculum development.* This two-day workshop provides participants with the opportunity to master hands-on teaching with KIBO. A variety of challenges and open-ended building opportunities provide concrete experience, bolstered by exploration of supporting pedagogy, research, and teaching examples. We will also explore student learning assessment strategies. Participants will complete a curriculum development activity and have an opportunity to run this activity with their peers.

- **Virtual Workshop:** $3,000
- **On-Site Workshop:** $4,600 (all-inclusive of travel charges)

*Prices above for on-site workshops assume one trainer for up to 15 participants. For more participants, we can prepare a specific quote based on a discussion of your needs. Virtual workshops are limited to 15 participants to ensure learning value.*